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Createspace Independent Publishing Platform, United States, 2016. Paperback. Book Condition:
New. 229 x 152 mm. Language: English . Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****.Star Child:
Science Fiction/Dystopian Masterpiece Pits Maverick Spaceship Captain against Seductive, Alluring
Possibly Deadly AI Computer System. Masterfully crafted by Paul Alan, the third volume in the
celebrated new Rings of Polaris series fuses sci-fi, dystopian fiction, action and erotica in an
adventure giving Arthur C. Clarke a run for his money. While nobody will deny science fictions
timeless popularity, both readers and critics are currently crying out for wholly-unique new
narratives that dont succumb to recycling of the "same old" concepts. Thankfully, Paul Alan has
stepped up to the plate with gusto, serving up a compelling new series that melds traditional sci-fi
hallmarks with palm-sweating erotica. Sexual encounters with virtual reality companions, that is!
Rebel Lexis may not follow convention, but Alans creation is rapidly building up a following among
those who fell in love with Joseph Kosinskis Oblivion and the groundbreaking 2001: A Space
Odyssey. Its easy to see why. Synopsis: Jason Bjorn just wants to do his job and captain his ship, but
when his employerThe Polaris Corporationsends him on a trek...
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ReviewsReviews

Great eBook and beneficial one. It is packed with wisdom and knowledge You wont really feel monotony at at any time of your respective time (that's what
catalogs are for relating to if you check with me).
-- Maiya Kozey-- Maiya Kozey

Without doubt, this is actually the very best function by any article writer. it was writtern quite flawlessly and valuable. Once you begin to read the book, it
is extremely difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- Prof. Isobel Heller MD-- Prof. Isobel Heller MD
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